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The mobility ‘turn’ and internationalisation 

• Adherence to the concept of mobility as physical student mobility has 
contributed to a narrowness of vision for internationalisation  
(Whitsed, Burgess & Ledger, 2021) 

• …and also contributed to a continuing over-emphasis on elite Anglo-
European perspectives (Montgomery and Trahar, 2023)

• Broader conceptualisations of mobility are necessary, including 
thinking about internal education mobilities within large economies 
such as China and forced migration (e.g. rural to urban) (Xu and 
Montgomery, 2019)

• The role of knowledge generation in mobility is a crucial part of the 
mobility picture (McGloin, 2021)



Knowledge and patterns of travel
• Student mobility tends to be from global South to North and academic 

mobility is the same although academics will travel from North to South to 
give keynotes or collect data but the dominance remains in the North

• Directions of travel and patterns of knowledge dominance are reinforced 
by the neoliberal governance of universities (Connell, 2017). 

• Houtondji’s (1996) notion of ‘extraversion’ points to the ways in which 
researchers tend to turn to Europe and the USA as ‘the site of key ideas, 
accepted methods, and the most advanced knowledge’ (Collyer et al. 2019, 
81). ‘Extraversion’ is reinforced by patterns of travel 

• ‘Contemporary universities are powerful institutions, interlinked on a 
global scale; but they embed a narrow knowledge system that reflects and 
reproduces social inequalities on a global scale’ 
(Connell, 2017).



International doctoral student mobility as knowledge generation

• Internationally mobile doctoral students play a crucial role in enabling 
globalised universities to generate new knowledge and innovations 
(Chellaraj et al. 2008)

• Flows of doctoral students, as highly skilled migrants, constitute ways to 
create knowledge across and within certain boundaries (Bilecen and Faist, 
2015)

• But doctoral  knowledge is rarely surfaced as a coherent body of 
knowledge from which the international HE community can learn 
(Montgomery, 2019)

• Exponential development of Artificial Intelligence has presented endless 
opportunities to mine the digital repositories and augment transnational 
knowledge mobility by synthesising the research and generating 
summaries and outcomes







Dominance of Western theory?
Large scale analysis: 300 theses, narrowed to 98 then 78 and 
analysis was done on titles and abstracts only

• predominance of Western theory used by the international 
students as a lens on their non-western educational contexts

• many theses relied on concepts commonly associated with 
Western theory such as social capital, global citizenship or 
communities of practice 

‘knowledge workers in the periphery are oriented to, and become 
dependent on, the institutions, concepts and techniques of the 
metropole’ (Collyer et al. 2019, 10). 





First prototype of new interface





Mobility for diversity in research and knowledge 
production
• ‘Diversity in research and knowledge production can be defined in 

numerous ways (e.g. disciplinary knowledge; methodological 
diversity; ethnicity; gender; race)… and there has been a growing 
movement towards an understanding that such diversity is integral to 
‘good’ science’ (Olenina et al, 2022). (Also Tuhiwai Smith, 2012; de 
Sousa Santos, 2014).

• Aim to integrate marginalised doctoral knowledge into disciplines and 
to make this unique form of knowledge mobile across borders, 
enabled by AI



What are the challenges to this form of knowledge mobility?

• Southern knowledge is not geographic – students may be from the 
South but they may be part of privileged mobile networks which 
characterise their knowledge creation as part of a future 
transnational elite (Bilecen and Faist, 2015). 

• Marketised system of international higher education has limited the 
social composition of international doctoral students and so 
neoliberal elements of internationalisation are having an effect on 
diversity in knowledge production (Olenina et al 2022).



Limits: institutional and supervisory partnerships
Classed and gendered nature of the current HE system in the UK (Olenina et 
al, 2022)

Principles and power relations in supervisory pedagogies (Singh, 2009): 
racialised and classed nature of supervisory partnerships: doctoral 
supervisors are predominantly White middle-class and at least half of 
doctoral students in the United Kingdom are international. 

Student research and engagement are confined to what the institution 
allows (Carey, 2018). Research is highly institutionalised and set in the fields 
of knowledge and the communities of the academy (Tuhiwai Smith, 2012), 
making it challenging for doctoral students, particularly, international 
doctoral students, to participate on their own terms.



‘methodological nationalism’ which Shahjahan and 
Kezar (2013) argue contributes to narrow national   
definitions of the social challenges that might have a 
global origin and impact’ (Olenina et al 2022)

‘Social scientists working in the periphery have a 
strong orientation to the world centres of their 
disciplines in the metropole’ (Connell 2007, 217) 
and the tendency for ‘Northern knowledge’ to 
dominate is persistent. 

Challenges to international knowledge mobility mean a 
pattern of quasi-internationalisation? 



Comparative analysis and digital tools?
Potential model for further comparative analysis of bodies of doctoral 
knowledge, given that a growing number of countries are developing 
and improving access to their digital doctoral research repositories e.g.
NARCIS, the repository in the Netherlands, which holds around 120,000 
doctoral theses (also Australia, Canada, China, South Africa and USA to name 
but a few). 

This huge comparative and open access data set could provide a means by 
which ‘Southern’ knowledge might be surfaced using AI
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